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sp1,P. UP. 
Order on Initlul Decision 
106 ~ R C  '161,300 (2004) 

This order addressed a Phase I initial decision (ID) on complaints against SFPP, 
L.P.'s (SFPP) interstate rates for the years 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000, alleging that 
SFPP's rates or charges on its West, East, North, and Oreson Lines, and for its Watson 
Sta~on Drain Dry facilities were unjust and unreasonable. The Initial Decision dealt 
primarily with the issue of wheth~ the complainants had satisfied the "changed 
c ~ "  standard established in Section 1803(b)(1) of the Energy Policy Act of 
1992 (EPAct) and thus were eligible to seek a just and reasonable detea'mination under 
Section 15(1) oftbe Interstate Commerce Act (ICA). This standard requires a showing of 
evidence that establishes that a substantial change has oecm'red in the pipeline's 
economic circumstances after the date of onactment of the EPAct. (at 62,139). 

The Commission affirmed most of the Judge's conclusiom on the interpretation 
oftbe statute (at 62,139), but modified the ALI's method for making the calculations 
used in determining whether there were substantially changed circumstances, in the 
following manner. 

Any change that occurs between the EPAct effective date (13) end the date of the 
mmplaint (C) must be meamm~ relative to economic basis of the rate (A). (C-B/A) 

Only if the information regarding A is not readily available, would it be appropriate to 
compare any B to C change relative to B. (C-B/B) 

f iB  is less than A in a situation where those factors would be expected to show an 
increase, the proper comparison is the change from A to C, relative to A. (C-A/A). The 
same would be true i fB is greater than A in a situation where those factors would be 
expected to show a decrease. (at 62,142-43) 

The Commission concluded that the ALJ should not have relied so heavily on the 
cinmges in tax rates and tax allowance, which can lead to anomalous results. The 
Commiuion also concluded that the ALJ should have examinod rate base wben making 
h/sdetenninatinns. (at 62,143-44) 

While changes in rewJlatory policy may be considered in detenninin 8 whether there are 
subsUur6~y changed circunmtanc~ aad tbe Commisaion's decision in 

71 FERC ¶ 61,338 (1995), ~ 75 FERC 1 61,181 (1996) 
was not final until 1996, the I ~ , ~ a d  policy should not be used us a stand-alone factor 
in a d d r e ~  m b s ~  changed ~cumstances. It should only be used in the context 
of a full cost-of-service analysis. (at 62,144). 

Wlfil¢ a complalmmt must show both wongs under the statute to show ~ l y  
changed ~ if  a pipel/no is unable to produce enything during discovery that 
bears on the economic basis of the rate at issue, it will not be permitted to defeat the 
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purpo~ of  the statute on the absence of evidmce absent offering an alternative theory on 
its own behalf. (at 62,149). 

The Commission applied a two-step process in determining whether there had 
been a substantial economic change. First, the Commismon determined what the 
economic basis was for the rate on ~ line and facility, which required finding when 
each rate became effective and what the economic factors underlying each rate were. 
Second, the Commission determined whetber there had beon a mbstantial change to that 
economic basis. (at62,144-45). Ufilizinsthispmcess, thecommiuion affmnedthc 
Al.J's finding of changed circumatsnces on the West Line and reversed his finding of 
changed ci~,,mnste~,es on the North and Oregon Lines. (at 62,145-50). It also affirmed 
that the East IAnc shippers are eligiblc for reparations. (at 62,152-53). 

In setting the cos~ issues for further devclopmmt in Phase IL the Commission 
reiterated that the general rule on the write-up of aasets acquired by one company from 
another is that such assets must be included in the acquiring company's rate base for rate 
malting purposes at no more then their depreciated original omt, unless it can be shown 
by clear and convincing evidence that the acquisition results in substantial benefits to the 
ratepayen. Since SFP had not made such a id~owing tbe partias were directed not to use 
the write-up in designing ratas. (at 62,152). 
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COMM4)PINION-ORDER, 106 FERC 161,300, ARCO Products Co. a Division of Atlantic Richfield 
Company, Texaco Refining and Mer i t ing  Inc., and Mobil OII Corporation v. SFPP, Docket Nos. OR96-2- 
000, OR96-10-000, ORH-I-000 and OR00-4-000, (March 26, 2004) 
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ARCO Products Co. a Division of AtlanUc Richfield Company, Texaco Refining and Marketing Inc., and 
Mobil Oil CorporaUon v. SFPP, Docket Nos. OR96-2-000, OR96-10-000, ORH-t-000 and OR00-4-000 
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ARCO Products Co. a Division of Atlantic Rlchfloid Company, Texaco Refining end Marketing Inc., and 
Mobil Oil Corporation v. SFPP, Docket No4;. OR96-2-000, OR96-104)00, OR98-1-0(X) and OR00-4-000 

Ultmmar Diamond Shamrock Corporation, Ultramar, Inc. v. SFPP, OR92-2-002, OR96-15-000, OR96-17-000, 
OR97-2-000, OR98-2-000 and OR00-8-000 

Tosco Corporation v. SFPP, OR98-1-000, OR98-13-000 end OR004)-000 

Navajo Refining Corporation v. SFPP, OR00-7.000 

Refinery Holding Company v. SFPP, OR00-10-000 

SFPP, LP., OR96-2-002, OR96-10-002 and ORH-I?-002 

SFPP, LP., IS91~1.000 

Order on Initial Decision 

(Issued March 26, 2004) 

Before Commissioners: PM Wood, III, Chairman; Nora Mead Brownell, Joseph T. Kelllher, and Suedeen G. 
K y. 

L Summmy 

1. This o~der addresses a June 24, 2003, Phase I InitiaJ Decision (ID~ / on complaints against SFPP, L.P.'s 
(SFPP) interstate rates for the years 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000. "Those complaints alleged that SFPP's rates or 
charges on its We~ East, North, and Oregon Lines, and for its Watson Station Drain Dry facilities were unjust 
and unreasonable. The pdnclpal issue addressed by the ID is whe6~er file ~ have sa~sfled the 
threshold "changed circumstances" standard in Sec~on 18030))(1) of the ~ Policy Act of 1992Z (EPAct) and 
thus may seek a just and reasonable detem~nafion under Section 15(1) of the Interstate Cornmeme Act (ICA). -~ 
This threshold standard requires a s ~ n g  of evidence that establishes that a su~stant~ ~ ~ ~ 
afire- the date of enacJment of the EPAct in the economic circumstances of the p ipel~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ 
mteJ and is ~ to hem as the "substanUaly changed circumstances" standard. 

2. The adminisUative law judge (ALJ) found that the substantially ch~mged circumstances standard had bee, 
s a ~  with regard to: SFPP's West Line rates for 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000; the North Une for 1997, 1998, 
and 2000; the Oregon Line for 1997, 1998, and 2000; and in the case of the Watson Station Drain Dry facilities, 
~of all years for which comi~a/rds were filed. After makmg those de~rmina~ons, the ALJ further held that SFPP's 

h b e cchc e c b  h g h  e 
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rates for the West, North, and Oregon Lines were not just and reasonable for any of the years at issue, nor 
were the Watson Station Drain Dry charges. The ALJ also held that SFPP's East Line rates were not just and 
reasonable in the yearn 1997, 1998, and 2000. The AI.J further concluded that it was necessary to resolve issues 
regarding SFPP's cost structure in a Phase II of this proceeding in order to establish just and reasonable rotes. 

3. SFFP, the Association of Oil Pipelines (AOPL), and Chevron Products Company (Chevron) filed exceptions 
to the ID. Briefs opposing SFPP's and the AOPL's exceptions were filed by all other participants, s while SFPP 
filed in opposition to Chevron's. On review, the Commission affirms most of the ALJ's conciusJons on the 
interpretation of the statute, but modifies the ALJ's method for mal0ng the specific calculations used to determine 
whether there am substantially 

[62,140] 

changed c.rcumstances. The Commission affirms the ALJ's findings of changed circumstances on the West Line, 
and the Commission reverses the ALJ's findings of changed circumstances on the North and Oregon Lines. 
Issues regarding the Watson Station Drain Dry facilities am now pending before the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals 
and will be addressed once the Court rules on those issues. 

4. The ~ also affirms the ALJ's initial conoiusion that rotes and charges for the West Line were not 
just and mesonable for the years at issue. The Commission atso affirms the ALI's rulings on procedural and 
evldentJary points and his conclusion that SFPP's East Line complainant shippem am eligible for reparations. The 
AI.J thus is authorized to proceed with Phase II to resolve West Line cost-of-service issues. In authorizing this 
contmuaUon into Phase II, the Commission expects the AI.J to bring the proceeding to an early conclusion. 

5. On review here, the Commission detamdnes a cost-of-service issue regarding the acquisiUon write-up of 
SFPP's rate base on December 31, 1998, rather than referring the issue to Phase II. The ~ n  concludes 
that the write-up is inconsistent with Commission poticy. 

6. Upon a flnel resolution of the outstanding cost-of-service issues by the Commission, SFPP wlU be required 
to make cornldiance filings establishing the specific rates and charges to be applied prospecUvely from an 
effective date to be established by the Commission. The Commission will set the procedures for any compliance 
filings and for calculetmg any reparat~s that may due. 

II. Background 

7. The instant proceedings are a seduet to the protracted litigation between SFPP and several of its oil pipeline 
customers that began with the filing of a complaint against SFPP's East ~ rates in ~¢,k~etJ~o._OR~,,~-{~_. on 
Septomber 2, 1992. (~ A series of comptaints filed through August 7, 1995, asserted that SFPP's rates for its West 
Line between Los Angeles and Arizona and those for its East Lines between El Paso and Arizona were unjust 
and unreasonable. These complaints were consolidated with ~ N0.OR92-8-000, and were addressed by 
Oblninn No. 435, issued January 13, 1999, -r Its rehearing orders in Opinion Nos. 435-~ end 435-B,~ and ending 
with the acceptance order of SFPP% com~lence flings in Docket Nos. OR92-8-02_0 and ~_1 on June 5, 2003.~ 

8. In those orders the Commission addressed: (1) the "substantially changed drcumstances" standard with 
regard to complaints against SFPP's West line rates for the period before August 7, 1995; and (2) co~t-of-se~ce 
issues regarding the East Line. The Commission found ~at the complainants had based their case on a one year 
cost- of-service for the 12 months before ~ EPAct became ef fod~,  and not on the economic circumstances 
that undeday the challenged West Une rates in the year those rates were established, i.e., 1989 in the case of the 
West Line rates, which were filed with the Commission in early 1989. J(~ The Commimon thus concluded that the 
complainants had failed to meet the substantially changed circumstances standard. Further, because SFPP's 
East Line rates were not gmndfathered under the EPAct, the Commission addressed the justness end 
reasonableness of those rates, determined that they should be reduced prospectJv~y for all shippers as of August 
1, 2000, and ordered reparations for those shippers that had filed compiaints against those rates." 

9. Add~onal complaints were filed against SFPP's rates in 1996, 1997, and 1998. When the Commission 

h b • cchc e cb  hgh  • 
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issued O~_lnion_No. 435 in January 1999, the Commission issued a contemporaneous order permitting 
complainants to amend their pending comptainte in light of the rulings in that opinion.! 2 The amended complaints, 
which were filed in January 2000, were consolidated with the pending complaints that had been filed after August 
7, 1995, and set for heanng !3 Additional complaints flied in August 2000 were likewise consolidated and were set 
for hearing. 14 As noted, the ID was issued on June 24, 2003. The time for filing briefs on exosptfons and briefs 
opposing exceptions was extended, the latter being filed on September 5, 2003. 

10. The complaints filed after 1995 differed from the earlier sedes in that most challenged all of SFPP's rates, 
not just those of SFPP's East and West Lines. Thus, the challenges in the consolidated dockets here are directed 
against the West Line rates ~om Los Angeles to Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona, the East Line rates from El Paso 
to Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona, the North Line rates from Oakland to Rano, Nevada, and the Oregon Line rates 
between Portland and Salem. Compliints were also filed against SFPP's charges for the operation of its Watson 
Station Drain Dry facilities and its Sepulveda Line, both located in SFPP's Los Angeles origin market. The Drain 
D~ 

[82,141] 

Facilities are used to aseum that oil is insetted into SFPP's system at mainline operating pressures. The 
Sepulveda line connects os~a~ mflnefm and storage facilities at Sepolveda Junction to SFPPs bunk system at 
Watson Station. The proceeding regarding the latter rates for service on Line 109 between Sepolveda Junction 
and Watson Staix)n was held in abeyance until a recent Commission ruling that SFPP had not established that it 
licked significant market power for tmnspodation sendces over the Sepulveda line) ~ 

11. The ID reviewed the various complaints filed in 1996, 1997, 1998, and 2000 in detail, including the dates 
that they were filed and the rates at which each filing was directed. ~J While all these dates need not be repeated 
here, the date that esch of the compisints wes flied is aignlflcant for at isest two reesons. Find, If a rate is 
grandfsthered under the EPAct, any attempt to show substanttegy changed circumstances must he based on 
circumstances occurring after the date of the EPAOt and before the filing of the comptainL 17 Second, if the 
complaint does satisfy the substantisly changed circumstances standard, Sec t~  1803(b) of the EPAct provides 
that mparation~ of gmndfathered rates am due only from the date of the complaint forward to the date on which 
any new rate is set prospec/~ly. The dates of the comptaints against the East Line rates, which am not 
gmndfsthemd, will also determine whether m ~  will be due, since only those cornl~dnts flied before new 
rotes were set for the line on August I, 2000, am eligible for reparations. 

12. The balance of this order reviews the ALI's in~eq)ratetion of Sectlen 1803 of the F_PAct and its application 
to the rates charged for service over SFPP'e West, East, North, and Oregon Lines. While the issue of whether the 
Sepulveda Line (Line 109 between Sepulveda Junction and Watson Station) is grandfsthemd was not focmatty 
before the ALJ at the time the ID issued, he nevertheless ruled on the matter. 1B The parties have bhefod that 
issue and the Commisaion at thie time nan resotve the issue. It is unonntested that the Eest Une rates ere net 
gmndfathered and those complalnsnte need not meet the subetantla.y changed circumstances standard for those 
rotes. For the East Line rates the issue thus is whether they am just and reasonel~ under Section 15(1) of the 
ICA 

IlL Dtecumdon 

13. The osntral iesue in Phese I of this coosotidated proceeding Is the proper inteq)mtet~on end application of 
Section 1803(b)(1) of the EPAct. That section ixovides that a rate deemed to be just and reasonable under the 
EPAct, i.e., a gmndfathered rate, may be challenged only if a compialnent presents evidence to the Commis~on 
which establishes thata substanttal change has occurred after ttm date of enactmeflt of the Act: 

(A) in the economic circurnstanoss of the cil pippiine which were a besla for the rate; or 

(B) in the nature ofthe services provided that were a bar~s for the rote. 

14. The issues addressed here center on Subparagraph A, a substantial change "in the economic 

h b e cchc e c b  h g h  e 
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circumstances of the oil I~peltne which were a barns for the rate..." and the procedures to be used in applying 
that standard. Whether some of the rates et issue are actually grandfathered under the EPA,.ct is another issue 
t tst  is addressed, since rates that am not grandfathered may be challenged without a complainant meeting the 
substantially changed Orcumstances threshold. Subparagraph (B) of Section 1803(bX1) is not at issue. 

15. In Qp'jg~.._ No. 435, the Commission concluded that a "substantial change" is more than a "matenal 
change," and that Congress would not have adopted the word "substantiar' if the conventional accounting 
tttreshold of ten percenL or another relatlve~ low quantity, were meant to be the test for establishing substantially 
changed circumstances. The Commission also addressed whether a complainant must establish that there has 
been a substant~l change to every rate design e~ement that may be the economic basis for a challenged 
grandfathe-ed rate in order to meet the substantially changed circumstances standard. The Commission 
concluded that this is not the case, holding that a substantial change could be established by one or a number of 
rote elements, thereby triggenng an investigation under Section 15(1) of the ICA as to whether the rate is just and 
reasonab4e. .9 

16. The Commission further held in Opinion No. 435 that the number of rate elements that significantly affect 
the economic basis for most rates is relath, ely small, and that the ba~c ones are volumes, as~t  base, operating 
costs, and, perhaps, capital costs. Since ~lese elements in turn are most like/y to tnrtuence the oil ptpetlne's 
revenue requkernents and mtum, the Commission stated, complainant must establish sub~ntial change to one 
or more of these important elements that are the basis for a gmndfathered rote and explain why this change is 
likely to have rendered that rate unjust and unreasonable. The CommLsmo, aJso concluded that in assessing 
whether the substantially changed circumstances standard had been met, any change must have oocurmd after 
the date of enactment of the EPAct, and must be meawJred against the economic assumptions embodied in the 
gmndfathered rote. 2° 

[62,142] 

A. The ALJ's D e t l m m l ~  

17. The ALJ addressed how the substantially changed circumstances standard of Section 1803(b) of the EPAct 
should be construed, developed a methodology for measuring whe(her there had been substantially changed 
circumstances, and apical that methodology to determine whether there were substantially changed 
circumstances for the West, North, and Oregon Lines and for the Watson Station DmJn Dq/Facilities. The ALl 
also determined that the Watson Station Drain Dry Facilities and Sepulveda Lines were not g m n ~ ,  and 
that mpamJJons would be iwallable to ~lippem on lhe Ea~ Une if Ihe rates ~ ~ Ene ~ m  ~ ~ ~ ~ ju~ 
and masonal~e in the comldalnt years at issue. 

18. In construing Section 1803(b) of the EPAct, the ALJ generally adopted the Commission's analysis in 
Opinion Ncs. 435, ~ and ~5-B. He concluded that Section 1803(b) requires that substanUa,y changed 
circumstances must occur arm" the ef fect~ date of the EPAct but before the date of a complaint, and must be 
measured against the economic circumstances in the year in which a grandfathered rate was established (filed). 
He also co~lduded that the measurement of change could be based on one or more important cost factors, such 
as volumes, rate base, total allowed retum, and changes in tax rotes and income tax allowances. 

lg. To measure whether there were substantially changed cimumstances, the AI.J identified three different 
points in time, denoted "A," "B," and "C': "A" to represent the year that incJudes the economic basis for a 
gmndfathered rate, i.e., the year when a grandfathered rate was filed and took effect; "B" to represent the 12- 
month ~ ending October 24, 1992, the date of enactment of the EPAct; and "C" to represent the year when a 
complaint was filed. The ALJ then concluded that a measurement to determine whether there were substantially 
c~enged circumstances required two comparisons. The flint, to see If tt~ere was a substantial change in econorn~c 
ctmumstances from the data the rate became e f f i ~ e ,  "A," to the date the complaint was flied, "C," compared ~e 
cost factors at "A" to the cost factors at "C" to obtain a percentage difference relative to "A," i.e., (C-A)/A. If this 
compadson showed subetantially changed circumstances, the ALJ then compared the cost factors at "B" to the 
cost factors at "C" relative to "B," i.e., (C-ByB, to see if the substantial changes occurred after "B," the date of 
enactment of the EPAct. 

h b e cchc e c b  h g h  e 
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20. As a final step before deciding whether there were substantially changed circumstances, the ALJ 
addressed what "A," the year grandfathered rates took effect, should be for each of the West, North, and Oregon 
Lines. For the West Line the ALJ determined that "A" was 1989 and that the economic basis for the rates filed in 
that year was a cost-of-service study submitted by SFPP. For the North Line the ALJ determined that "/%" was 
also 1989 and that the economic basis for those rates was a cost-of-service study for the North Line submitted by 
SFPP. For the Oregon Line the ALJ determined that "A" was 1984, the year the rates ware established. The ALJ 
concluded, however, that there was no evidence of record that would enabfa a determination of the economic 
ba~s for the Oregon Line rotes. In the absence of such evidence, the ALl examined the period after "B" to 
d e t e ~  if them had been a substantial change in economic cimurnstances between "B" and "C," relying on 
coat-of-service inforrnel~on such as changes in volumes, rate base, allowed returns, ir¢ome tax rates, and income 
tax allowances. The ALJ also addressed the Watson Station Drain Dry rates, focusing on the fact that the rate 
base of those facilities had been fully recovered after the date of enactment of the EPAct. The ALJ's methodology 
and conclusions and o b ~  thereto are reviewed below. 

B. The Commlu lon 's  Determlna~ona 

21 This portion of the order addresses the AU's conclusions and methodology for analyzing substan~atty 
changed ci,-cumstance% the factors used in that analysis, and the findings for each of the lines and fa~lities at 
issue. 

1. The Me#lodok)gy for Measur/ng Changed C / t c ~  

22. As de~rined earlier, the ALJ's methodology compared different points in time to determine whether there 
had been substanbally changed clcumstencea. The ALJ hekJ that change must have occurred after the date of 
enactment of the EPAct and should be measured by the percentage difference: (1) between C and A, compared 
to A; and (2) the percentage difference between C and B, compared to B. The ALJ IXopady conceded that any 
subatanttally changed drcumstances muat occur after the atfectk'e dete of the EPAct. The ALJ erred, however, by 
concluding that any change that occurred between B, the EPAOt effective date, end C, the complaint date, i.e., C- 
B, shouk/be evaluatad relative to B. Rather, the change from B to C Woperty should be evaluated m/at~ve to A, 
=dnce the EPAct requires a showing that there has been a change in the economic circumstances that were a 
basis for the rate, i.e., a change compared to IL That formula, i.e., (C-B)/A, was supported by the Commission's 
Trial Staff. The ALJ's use of a cumulative change from A to C is not needed to make this comparison. 

23. As an example, assume the value for A is 100, B is 120, and C is 140. A comparison u=dng the ALJ'a 
approach of (C-B)/B would require competing a change of 20 to B, or 120, and would result in a 16.7 perc~mt 
change. The EPAct, however, requires that the change after the EPAct, C- B, or 20, be compared to the basis of 
the rate, A, or 100. This would m~uR in a 20 pectmnt change. If information regarding A is not readily available, 
however, only then would It ba appropnate to compare any B to C change retatlve to B, es the ALJ did in 
addressing SFPP'e Oregon Line. 

Bl2,143] 

24. When the value of B is less than A, however, the ~ comparison Is the change from A to C ~ 
toA, i.e., (C-A)/A. This would apply to those faotor= that would be expec~  to increase in a changed 
c i m u ~  ldtuatinn, such es volumes. As an exarn~, a~mme A Is 100, B ia 80 and C is 100. Tha c~ange 
from B to C I$ 20, or a change of 20 percent relative to A, while ~he change from A to C ts 0. Since the EPAct 
provides that evidence of a sub~anbal change in the c i ~ n c e s  that were the b a ~  for a grandfathemd ~ 
is nanemmry to chagenge the juatoees and rusunebfa¢leea of that rate, It only makes sense to conclude that such 
a change muat reffact an incmmm above the basis, i.e., aboval~ in this eXamlde a value of 100. In this inatance, 
using a comparison of C-B relative to A would refleot a change from some point that is less than tho balds value of 
A, i.e., from 80 to the basis value, 100, in the exam~e. This comparison would reflect a change not in the basis 
fo¢ a grandfather~ rate but rather in a value that is less than the basis for the rate. 

25. Similarly, for factors expected to decrease, such as costs ~ d  rate base, the fom~Jla also would be (C-A)/A 

h b e cchc  e c b  h g h  e 
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when the value for B is greater than A. If A is 100, for example, B is 120, and C is 100, this formula would 
reflect no change above A, the basis for the rate, at C. Again, using a comparison of C-B ralative to A instead, 
would reflect a change from a point greater than the value of A, and thus would not reflect a change in the basis 
for the into. 

26. The comparisons thus would be inconsistent with the EPAct. The ALJ acknowledged that a comparison of 
C-B relative to A could lead to illogical results in these situations, but he discarded it completely in favor of (C-B)/B 
rather than adopting an approach that would account for such situations. Congress may have assumed that on 
the effec~ve date of the EPAct, it was likely that oil pipelines would have had grendfathered rates that had been in 
effect for io~<j periods and thus would have valuas at B that differed from those that iong before at A were the 
bases for those grendfathered rates. That, however, is not always the case. On SFPP's West Line, for example, 
the volumes declined from 60,480,000 in 1989, which is A, to 52,160,000 at the enactment of EPAct, which is B. 
Volumes on SFPP's North Line likewise declined. See Appendix A, Table 1. Similarly, the West Line rate base for 
1992 is greater than that for the base period 1989. See Appendix B, Table 3. 

2. The Facto~ to Be L4~d for Measurlng CImnge 

27. In m a ~  his datan~ne~ons of whether there were substantially changed drcumstancas for the vaoous 
rates at issue here, the ALJ reviewed the following ma W cost factors: total volumes, income tax rate, income tax 
allowance, and allowed total ratum in the case of the West Une, together with some composite evidence 
pret~red by Ultramar;, 2-1 volumes, income tax rate and income tax allowance in the case of the North Line; "~' and 
volumes, income tax and income allowance in the case of the Oregon t.Jne. ~3 

28. SFPP ~zK:ks this rnethodology on meveml grounds. First, it as~rts that the ALJ reded in several cases on 
only one factor mtber than several as is required by Opinion No. 435, that he failed to evaluate realized compared 
to projected returns, and that his decision places undue emphasis on the Lakehead tax allowance a d ' j u ~  24 
SFPP also asee~s that the ALJ excessively mllad on coat-of-servioe considerations. 25 The Complainant Parties 
and Staff reply that the ALJ did rely on more than one factor in most instances, that Opinion 435 specifically 
statas the reliance on one or morn factom is appropriate, and that the factom the ALJ used were constsfant with 
the direction in Opinion No. 435. 

29. The ALJ's reliance on a few important cost- of-service factors in making his deterrmnations was consistent 
with ~ No. 435 ~ e r e  the Commission identified the rate e~ements it considered would significantly affect 
the economic basis for most rates. However, the ALl  did not examine one factor, rote base, that is an important 
component of allowed mtum and a major factor that can affect a pipeline's return. He also relied too extensively 
on the changes in tax rates and tax allowances, which the ~ o n  condudas bek~ can lead to anomstous 
results. The ALJ's use of volume changes and allowed total return as major cost factom is aft're'ned. Volumes 
measure the growth or decline of the pipeline's business and am a good proxy for revenue growth. Allowed total 
ratum reflects the permitted ratum that would be permitted given its current rate base and the cun'ent weighted 
coat of capital. Changes in this cost factor therefore reflect changes in the rate base as wetl as changes in the 
cost of capital. 

30. Changes to the rate base also reflect the increase and decrease in pipeline assets that may occur from 
additional investment, ratJmments, or the dec~ne in rate base that occur as assets of different vintages am 
depreciated under the Coe~seion's 

[s2.144] 

~ 154-B co6t methodology. ~ The size of the into base direc~ influences the ratum because the 
allowed rate of ratum is applied to it, thus datem~ing the dollar amount of the ratum. As such, it is likely to be a 
significant factor because of the large amount of fixed costs present in a capital-intanstve indust~ like oil 
pipelines. It is a figure carried o11 the company's books and allould be readily allocated to a specific sen/ice based 
on the capital line items and related a ~ m d  deprectatk>n recorded in the pipeline's property accounts. 

31. The ALJ also concluded that a change in regulatory policy could establish substantially changed 
circumstances. The ALl therefore applied the so-caJed Lakehead tax allowance policy ?-Z in analyzing SFPP's 
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income tax allowance. 28 The Lakehead case held that a pipeline partnership could take an income allowance 
only for the portion of the partnership interests that would be subject to double taxatto~ on income distributions, 
pnmanly by corporate owners. 

32. SFPP objects to the ALJ's reliance on the Lakeheacl policy in determining substanbally changed 
circumstances. It asserts that the Commission it= eft described Lakehead as a continuation of existing 
Com~ssion policy, and that in Opinion No. 435 the Commission applied Lakehead to reparations for the calendar 
year 1992. SFPP further asserts that use of the Lakehead po41cy reflects a more fundamental error of including 
regulatory changes as a factor in the AI.J's determinations, if tho~e changes occurred after the rata at issue was 
established. The Complainant Parties and Staff assert that SFPP's position has no ment because the Lakehead 
policy was announced in 1995 and became Commission policy only at that time. They further argue that the 
Commission expressly held in Op4nlon No. 435 that regulatory change was one factor to be addressed in 
evaluating whether there are subslantJally changed drcurnstances. 

33. The Complainant Parties and Staff are correct ~at the Commission has previously determinea in Qpinion 
No. 435. that Congress did not reject changes in regulatop/policy as a consldemtlon in determining whether there 
are substantially changed circumstances. Moreover, SFPP's specific arguments regarding the Lakehead policy 
are without merit. The policy was not final until after rehearing in the Lakehead proceeding was decided in 1996, 
and unUl that date pipetine partnerships were free to take the full income tax allowance, in fact, SFPP did so in 
preparing the co6t-of-service evidence it produced in 1989 to justify its West and North Line rates. 

34. While Lakehead may have r e ~  an evolution of Commission po~cy, this is only in the sense that the 
Commis~on has a long-standing polfcy that an income tax altowance should be pen'nJttnd only for taxes that are 
actually incurred. ~ The argument that the po4icy was decided before 1992 because the Commission apl~ed the 
policy in determining SFPP's 1992 reparations is equaly specious. The Commission explidtJy stated in Op in~  
N__q~ that it was following the standard procedure of applying cun-ent po4ioy to the year at issue in the context 
of seffing a ~ b l e  mto.~ This nJIMg applk~ as well to the regaratto~ for 1993. The detorminatJon of rate 
reasonab4eness In either year did not address the re~evanco of Lakehead to determining whether there had been 
s u l ~  changed circumstances to the economio basis of a rate. 

35. The Commission also condudes, however, that the Lakehead policy should not be used as a stand-alone 
factor in addms~ng whether there have been subatimbelly changed circumstances. The application of the po4ioy 
in this case has already involved extenldva discovep/and litigation regarding its scope, which will vary from year 
to year as ownendlip ratios change. Because of these year to year variations, apl~icatJon of the policy involves 
the comp4exlties associated with a full cost-of-sefl,,tce mudy ~ and should be utilized only in that context. 
Moreover, as the analysis of the North and Oregon Lines in the next part of this order indicates, there can be a 
very large reduc~on ki Mcorne tax allowance in the years since 1992 even if many of the other principal cost 
factors, and in fact the total coet of service, increased altar' 1992.32 For this mason the Commlsslon reverses ~e 
ALJ to the extent that he relied on the use of the Laketlead factor outsk:le the context of a full coat-of-,servtce 
analylds in making his detenninatk~s. 

3. The De/ Inn/min im for fhe/nd/v/duad Fac#/ffu 

36. There are two major steps involved in detemdning whether there has been a substardkzl change in the 
economic dr~umMancu of each of SFPP's lines and facilities. The first step is determining what is the economic 
basis for the rate on each line and facility, which goes to finding when the particular rates beca~  e ~  and 
what were the ~onomic factom undwlying ~ose mtas. 

[62,148] 

The second step is detonninung whether them has been a substantMI change to that economic besis. These steps 
am applied here to SFPPs West, North, and Oregon Lines. Since whether a rate is gmndfathered detormmes ifa 
changed circumstances flndklg must be made by the Commission, the issue of whether the Sepulveda I.Jne am 
gmndfathemd is also reviewed hem. 

37. As has been discussed, the Commission con(dudes that the AI.J applied an incorrect formula when making 
detorminatJons regarding substantially changed circumstances. However, much ofthe data the ALJ relied o(1 in 
making those calculations was correct, including updated cost-of.~endce information provided by SFPP at his 
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direction and volume information provided by the Trial Staff and SFPP. Ratying on this information, the 
Commission reevaluated whether there were substantially changed circumstances by applying the correct 
formula. This revised analys~s is reflected in the tables and charts in the Appendices to this order. These tables 
and charts illustrate each of the changed c=rcumstances calculations made here. 

38. Appendix A displays the volumes for each of SFPP's lines and percentage changes in volumes for each 
line. Appendices B, C, and D disptay for the Wast, North, and Oregon Lines chairs and graphs showing the 
change in absolute numbers of volume, rate base total allowed ratum, tax allowance, and coat-of-service trends 
for each of *J~se lines. Certain charts also compare the import of the ALJ's two formulas [(C-A)/A and (C- B)/B] 
and that used by the ~ [(C-ByA]. "~ When the overall tTends are consistent, as in the case of the Wast 
Line, the conclualons of the AI.J and the Commission are the same. This is not the case, however, for the North 
and Oregon Lines due to the fact that the costs of those lines increased after 1992. 

a. The West Une 

I. The Econom/c Bas~s for the Ratas 

39. The ALJ determined that for SFPP's West Line rates the econontc circumstances that were the basis for 
those rates were the .TOP Sheets" SFPP submitted to the Commismon in on January 4, 1989, to justify the 25 
cent per barrel increase to Tucson that became effective in February 1989, and thereafter a reinstated rate to 
Phoenix that became effective in early April 1989. 34 He further concluded that the rates were established on the 
date that they became effective. He also conduded that any change in the economic circumstances that were the 
basis for the West Une rates must be measured against the coat-of-servCe factors contained in the "TOP Sheets" 
subnfltted to the staff, parUculady the fomcaated volumes that were used in those sheets. 

40. SFPP argues on exceptions that the economic baeds for the Wast Une rates is reflected in its settlement 
offer to the Akline-lntmvanora in a February 26, 1988 letter from Mr. Abboud, an officer of SFPP, to Mr. John 
Clean/, ¢ounse~ to the AJrline-lntenmnor~ That letl~, together with other correspondence, resulted in a settlement 
agreement between SFPP and the A i r l i n e - I ~ n o r a  In March of 1988. "~ SFPP further =ugues that the economic 
ctmumstance for the West Line rates should be determined by the volumes SFPP expected to flow over the Wast 
Line once those volumes reached the capacity upon which the 1998 expansion of ttmt line was predicated (the 
mature vo~umas). 

41. SFPP also asserts that the filing with the Cornmimalon in 1989 of the ravised Phoenix and reinstated 
Tucson rates aftra the compielJon of the Wset Line expansfon did not astabtlsh the rates, but that they ware 
established by negotJatk~. SFPP also argues that the Commisalon rejected the use of test year data as the 
economic basis for a rate in Opinion No. 435. and thus the use of the 1989 "TOP Sheets" is incorrect. SFPP 
argues that the ~ should use its projected 1991 "mature" volumes of 74.7 million barrels per year as 
the volume :omponent for comparing any subsequent changes to its 1989 West Line rates. 3~ 

42. The Complainant Parties and the Commission Trial Staff support the ALJ, arguing that there were no exact 
rate levals established by Mr. Abboud's letter to Mr. John Clean/, o¢ by the 1988 Settlement itself. They argue that 
the 1988 Settlement only established a 25-cent cap for the increase of any rates to recover the increased 
investment in the Wast Line, together with a bar to challenging those rates for a five-year period after the filing of 
Tariff 88. 3T They fu~lar assert that neither the 1988 Settlement nor Mr. Abboud'a letter to Mr. John Clasry 
establishes what volumes would be used to ~ the rates, and that the volumes subnttted to the FERC Staff in 
the 1989 "TOP Sheets" should control. 

43. The Complainant Partkm and the Commission Trial Staff further argue that if SFPP had used its anticipated 
long term volumes, then the Commission atatf would have required a lower rate based on those higher volumas. 
Finaly, they argue that the Commisalon rejected the use of 1992 as a test year in Opinion No. 435 because it was 
the wrong year te uas to determine the economic 

[s2A4s] 

basis for the rate, not because the use of a cost.of- sen/lea approach was inhemnUy incorrect. They state that ~ 
ALJ correctJy adopted the1989 top sheet volume of 60.4 million barrels per annum as the volume component of 
the economic basis for SFPPs West Une rates. 
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44. The Commission agrees with the arguments of the complainants and the Commission Trial Staff and thus 
affirms the ALJ. First, it is ckmr that the rotes for the West became effect~e in eady 1989, and as such were 
established once they became effective without suspension; the issue here is to determine the economic basis for 
those rates. The economic basis for those rates is the "TOP Sheets" that ware submitted to the Commission's Oil 
Pipeline Board for its review in January 1989. As pointed out by Complainant parfias, SFPP's own documentation 
indicates that SFPP expected a critical review by the Staff and the b~rden would be on SFPP to convince the Oil 
Pipeline Board, which had authority to suspend the rates, not to do so. 3a SFPP antJclpeted and planned for the 
submission of documentation to the Oil Pipeline Board to justify the modified West Line rates, "!~ and recognized 
that any rates developed pumuant to the March 1 988 Satffement were not in themselves jus0fied by the 1988 
Set~menL ~ In fact, SFPP therefore prepared a three- volume study to justify the rates and submitted the enUm 
study to the Commission staff. SFPP asserts that this study included forecasts of the 1989 and 1991 volumes. 41 
As SFPP anticipated, pdor to SFPPs January 1989 submission to Staff, the CommissJen took no action to accept 
any specific rates under the terms of the 1988 Settlement 

45. In acting on the 1988 Sattkunent, the Commisslon-specifically deolinad to accept specific rates, holding that 
the rates actually filed pumuant to that Sattlemerd would be ~ to datemdne if they were just and 
reasonable, and that finns that were not perry to the 1998 Settlement and the Commtsskm Trial Staff could 
challenge those rates when flied. 49 G/Nan its own expectation that the 25 cent ~ would be embedded in 
rates that would have to pass Staff review, and the extensive justification SFPP prepared, the Commission 
concludes SFPP's argument that the detailed filing submitted to Staff has no relevance to its definition and 
justification of the West Une mtas has no rne~ The Commission therefore finds that the only effect of the 1988 
~ t  was to perndt SFPP to increase the rates on its West Line by up to 25 cents a barrel once ~ W~t  
Li.e expansion was cornp/ated.O Before the rates were achJally filed in eady 1989, them was no agreement on 
the specific m~ze of the increase, which SFPP had indicated might be less than 25 cente,~ end equally important, 
the volumes upon which the rates would be premised. The Abboud letter is inadequate to establish the economic 
drcumstancea for the basis of the West Line rates. 

46. At bottom, SFPP's position Is sssantlally grounded in its financial expecte~ons In expanding its West Une. 
SFPP argues that when corporations make investments of the magnitude of the West Line, the expected ratums 
will be realized (the mallzed rebJms) only when enUctpeted utilization is achieved. Thus, the i ~ n t s  are 
expected to u n d e r ~  in the eady years with full returns being achieved in later years. Under this theory, the 
oondltions descdped in the Abboud letter reltect b c(xporate expedattons from the expansion of the Weat Line, 
that the forecasted volumes of 74.7 million banels per annum embody the fulfillment of those expedations, and 
that these expectations were embedded inthe 1988 Settlement. SFPP thecefom arguea that changed 
dmumstances should be measured against thoea volumes and the economic returns that It expected to obtain 
when the expansion matured. 

47. The difficulty in SFPWs position is that its inibal internal corponat~ analysis for the West Une rates was 
spectftcelly designed in the context of the regulatory h'amework that existed at that time and in expectation of the 
Comn~slun's review, or at least that of the Oil Pipeline Board. ~ SFPP anticipated that the rate level It deemed 
adequate to obtain e 14.1 pan~nt incremental annual ratum would have to be jusSf, ed in the context of a 
probable 01 Pipeline Board review. Exhibit JMA-3 is a project analysis for the West Line expansion prepared in 
October 1987. Aftw discussing recent changes in tax law, the document eveluat~ possible I ~  returns 
atter the comple6on of the project based on 74.5 pemant e(Nity capltal structure, a 25 cant per barrel Increase, 
and a 10 to 11 pen:ent systanl-wlde regulatory retum. The assumptions Include a 50 percent roll back of pending 
rote inoreaeas on the Wast Line and a 100 pement roll back on the East Line.~ 

[s2.147] 

48. Once the settlement was reached inceqx)raSng many of these features, Ex. JMA 14 indicates that an 18- 
cent per barrel irmmmentel rote (on top of the ro~lbacks) would have been sufflclsflt to give SFPP a projected 
ratum on its incrementa~ investment in the West Une of 14.8 percent per year. ~' SFPP submitted the justification 
for proposed rates to the Commission in January 1989 based on the 60.4 million barrels in the "TOP Sheets." 
Clearly SFPP concluded that this level of volumes would be adequate to meet its corporate goals. ~ SFPPs 
internal documents thus disoloea that the economic bas~s for the rate was embedded in the infonnabon eventually 
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included in the January 1989 "TOP Sheets." This is tDJe even though, as SFPP asserts, the 1988 Settlement 
negotiations and the Settlement occun'ed in early 1988 and the rates themselves were not filed until 1989. There 
is no merit to SFPP's argument that them is no connection between the time frame in which the 1988 Settlement 
was negotiated and the preparation of the Top Sheets. The 1989 "TOP Sheets" reflect a wed thought through plan 
to design and justify the ne~ West Line mtss. 

49. Complainant parties also con'ectly argue, if SFPP had actually used the theory it advances here to design 
the mtas, it would have had to use both the anticipated mature volumes, which SPFF projected to occur in 1991, 
and the mature costs, in order to obtain a determination at the Commission staff level that the proposed West 
Line rates were just and reasonable. But this is not what SFPP did. It justified the mtas based on the pro.leered 
volumes of the first year of operation (1989) and based its cost estimates on the same year. If it had used the 
mature volumes (refle~ng "realized ratum$') to justify the rates in the first year of the analysis provided to the Oil 
Pipeline Board, the result would most likely have been a lower rate, which would have meant lower revenues in 
the initial yearn. The pmc0cal result would have been a greater probability of losses dudng the first two yearn of 
oparabons pending the achievement of mstum volumes in 1991. 

50. Thus, in order to maximize the wobability that it would achieve its corporate mtum for its increased 
inves~nant in the West Line, and to minimize its regulatory risk, SFPP's best tactic under the circumstances was 
to inciude in its "TOP Sheets" the minimum initial volume it believed would be acceptable to Staff, and then rely 
on the related growth assumptions to support obtain the ratum contained in its internal corporate analyses. In 
1989, the test year approach SFPP attacks hem worked to its advantage given the growth SFPP believed would 
occur in later years. The Commtss~on therefore concludes, contrary to SFPP's aseartions, that the West Line mtss 
were dealgned flora the outset baead on a stndegy of umg the lowest forecast of volumes SFPP believed would 
be acceptable to the Commission staff based on the 25 cent increase. Given the indefinite nature of the Abboud 

and SFPP's carefully thought-out regulatory strategy to justify the 25 cent rata increase, the ALJ correctly 
found that the 1989 "TOP Sheets" were the best evidence of the cirournstances that were the economic basis for 

West Line rates. 

51. Finally, them is no merit to SFPP's argument that the ALJ's approach violates the Commisaio~'s rejection in 
Opinion No. 4 ~  of a test year as the economic basis for the rate. The Commisidon rejected the use of SFPP's 
1992 cost-of- earvice as the economlc basis for the West Une mtas becauea the year 1992 bad nothing to do with 
the time at '~/nic~h the ratas were astablished. The Wear Una mtss were estsbl~d'md eady in 1989 and were tied to 
SFPP's cornl~tJon of the West Une expansion in the same time frame. Under this rationala, the use of the 
calendar years 1990 or 1993 as the base year would have been equally arbitrary. In contrast, the "Top Sheets" 
submitted to the Staff in January 1989 were specifically intended as a justiflcafi~ for the ve~/ratas to be adopted 
i .  1989. While the "Top Sheets" used a cost-of-earvice format, they am as ndavant as any detailed set of 
corporate pro forma s that might be used to justify a pddng decision that the corpomt~ is about to make. 

Ii. ~ of Changed Clmumslmnces 

52. The ALJ found that there were substantially changed circumstances for the West Line rates based on an 
increase in volumes by 1996, changes in income tax rates and income tax allowance by 1996, and allowed total 
return by 1996. The ALl f u r o r  found them were subetanttally changed circumstances based on Ultmmar's 
estimate of SFPP's over-mcove W when compared to SFPP's allowed total return. A9 The ALJ also found 
sul~antkllly changed circumstances for the years 1997, 1998, and 2000. ~ SFPP excel~ on the grounds that 
the ALJ's analysis used the wrong volumes for the base year 1989, relied incoTrectly on individual co6t.-of-sel~ce 
elements, and relied incomc~y on tax rata and tax allowance factors. The Comptalnant Parties and Staff support 
the AI.J's ra~or~le, asearting that in fact he used more than one factor, that the factom were also combined based 
on a composite analysis by Ultmrner, and that his reliance on volumes, tax rote changes, and tax allowance 
factom is cons~stont with ~ N_0._4~3~. 

[62,148] 

53. The Commission concludes that on the West Line there were substantial changes in the circumstances that 
were the basis for the Yuma, Calnev and West Tucson rates beginning in 1995, and for the West Phoenix rotes 
beginning in 1997, based on cost decreases for the West Line and increases in volumes for tho~  specific points. 
Since SFPP justified its West Line rates utilizing a projected 1989 cost of sen/Ice that did not allocate costs 
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among those different delivery points, the Commission agrees with the ALJ that it is appropriate to examine 
coat-of-service factors for all points on the West Line in the aggregate. Appendix B reveals that, compared to 
1989, the allowed total return had declined by 17.77 percent between 1992 and 1995 and by 25.31 percent 
between 1992 and 1996 (TaMe 4). Table 6 of Appendix B reveals that totaJ cost of service had declined by some 
16.61 percent between 1992 and 1995 and by 19.11 percent between 1992 and 1996. 

54. Thus, as long as the volumes projected for each of the delivery points on the West Line at least equaled 
tho~  contained in the 1989 forecast, in general the yisid for each unit of throughput had increased by at least 
16.61 percent between 1992 and 1995 based on the aggregate West Line cost of service that SFPP used to 
justify its mtas in 1989. In fact, total volumes on the West line increased some 16.4 percent in 1995 over 1989, 
suggesting a total increase in mtum of over 30 percent in 1995 compared to 1989 when the volume inaeaea is 
combined with the cost-of-sawloe pecreaas.Pl With a overall decline in expenses of 16.61 percent, based on 
SFPP's cost of service, combined with an increase of overall volume of 16.40 percent, it is not surprising that Staff 
calculated a cost over-racovery for the West Une as a whole of some 35.68 percent in 1995. When viewed as an 
aggregate, them were dearly substantially changed cimumatancas ~ the West Line as a whole beginning in 
complaint year 1995 and in each complaint year thereafter. 

55. ~ 1803~b) of the EPAct provides that evidence shall be submitted that astat~shas that there are 
"$ub6tsnlJaJly changed circumstances has occulted in the to the economic circumstances of the oil pipeline that 
were a ~ for the rate" to the extent such evidence can be elicited. WRtile this level of detail is not available for a 
cost- of-asvvloe anatysis, the Trial Staff included point- to-point flows for each origin and delivery point on the 
West Line (and the other lines) in the record. Thus R is appropriate to look at volumes for individual points on the 
West Line, rather than in the aggregate, to analyze whether them were substantial changes in the economic 
circumstances that weft) the basis for the rate at each of those individual points..~corclingly, the Commission will 
review the four West Line points with dellvedas in 1995 to detemltrm if them are substantially changed 
circumstances for the rates at Yuma, CalNev, Phoenix, and Tucson. 

56. As shown by Tabts 2 of Appendix B, volumes to Yuma were 9.44 percent higher in 1995 compared to the 
1989 volumes at a time when overall coats-of-service were had denfined by 16.61 percent in the same time flame. 
The 9.44 percent increase in volume, when combined with a 16.61 percent decline in the coat-of-asrvice between 
1992 and 1995, compared to 1989, estal~ishes then) were substan~al~ changed c~rcumstances given a likely 
impact on mtum in excess of 20 percent. The fact that volumes denJined thereafter does not change the rlmuff, 
although this may suggest the Yuma rates were not compensato(y after 1995. 

57. The Incmaas in the CatNev volumes of 25.62 percent between 1992 and 1995 compared to 1989, and 
16.61 percent decrease in SFPP's ccet-of-asrvice flora 1992 by 1995, results in subslentislJy changed 
ctncumstances to the economic basis for those rates in 1995. The same conclusion applies to the rates to Tucson. 
V~ile volumes consistently decreased flora 1995 throogh 1999, in absolute and percentage terms, the increase in 
volumes by 1995 compared to 1989 amounted to 188 percent, due to a delay in s u ~  of West Line volumes 
for East Line volumes at Tucson. ~ The Commission concludes float them were substim~lly changed 
circumatancos in the economic basis for both the CatNev end Tucson ratas as of 1995. 

58. The analysis of the Phoenix deliveries is simitar. It appears that the volumes to Phoenix did not grow as 
fast as SFPP had antlctpat~ in its 1989 coat-of-service ~ and in fact had declined by 1992 compared to 1989, 
and had Increased by 1986 by only .68 parcant over 1989 volumea. Howeve¢, tbe bcmase in vo4umas between 
1989 and 1997 was 7.56 percectt compared to the 1989 base while cost-reductions betweefl 1992 and 1997 were 
19.09 pen:ent compared to the 1989 base. The combined Impant of the volume Increase and ccmt decrease 
between 1992 and 1997, compared to 1989, is similar to that of the Yuma Line in 199,5.~ Thus, given the volume 
Increase of 7.56 percent in 1997, when combined with rite 19.09 percent decrease in costs by 1997, the 
Commission finds substantially changed cifcurnatancos as of 1997. 

[S2,149] 

b. The North/Jrm 

I. The Econom/c Bas/s for @le Rates 
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59. With regard to the North Line, the ALJ based his determination of substantially changed circumstances on 
a 1989 cost-of-ssrvice study submitted to the Commission staff to justify the rate increase. 54 The Commission 
finds that to be appropriate for the same reasons involving the West Line rates. SFPP did present an altematNe 
theo~, essarfing that rates for the North Line were constrained by truck cornpat~on at the trne they were 
established. The Commission need not address that argument here because it finds below that there were no 
substanbally changed circumstances to the economic bas~s of the North Line rates based on its analysis of the 
major cost-of- service factors. 

Ii. Ana/ys/s o f  C h a r ~ H / C / r c u m m n c u  

60. The ALJ concluded that changes In volumes after 1992 did not justify a finding of changed circumstances. 
The ALJ also found that there were substantially changed circumstances for the North Line rates for the complaint 
years 1997, 1998, and 2000 based on changes in the income tax rate end income tax aJlowances. SFPP 
excepted to this latter finding on the grounds that the ALJ failed to recognize cost increases that occurred after 
1992, including additional investments in the North Line. SFPP also asserts that the cost evidence reviewed 
incorrectly blends inter-and intrastate cost factors. 

61. Since eadlar in this order the Commission has rejected the use of changes in tax rate and income tax 
allowances as stand-alone fact0¢s, as a result the ALJ's determinations that rely on those factors are reversed. 
However, his conciuldons on the volume iuue are coerec¢ Appendix C, Table 2, indicates that the inmease in 
volumes at Reno, the point on the North Line with the highest increase, after 1992, ranged from 11 percent to 
12.53 percent for the years 1995 through 1999 when compared to 1989 with the e,~ceptJon of the year 1998, 
where the difference between 1992 end 1998 was 16.63 percent when compared to 1989. For the North Line as a 
whole the pamentage increase in volumes after 1992 compared to 1989 was o0~daten~ lees than 15 percent 
Moreover, the parce~age inoease in total costs between 1992 and 1999 ranged for 4.66 to 17.34 percent and 
mitigated the percentage Irmmase in volumes between 1992 and 1999. 

62. Ex. S-51 demonstrates that there were three years (1995, 1996, and 1999) in which SFPP had large over- 
recoveries of its North Line rates, as much as 23 o¢ 24 percent in 1995 and 1996. Ex. UIT-42 at 41 likewise 
eaas~ that a restated rate for 1996 and 1999 would be approximately 17 peroont below the rate developed inthe 
1989 cost- of-san/ice study, and that moat of this changs occurred after 1982. However, the tables In Appendix C 
establish the contrary, suggesting that any significant gains in pmrds and retum occurred before 1992 because 
cost-of-serAce factors Incn.me¢l in an amount sufficient to mitigate the effect of any gains in volumes. A 23 
percent over- recovery is quite large, but the issue is not the level of the ratum but whether it has substantially 
changed since the enactment of the EPAct. A review of the cost and revenue factom for the North Une after 1992 
in relationship to the 1989 base year suggests that as much as 50 percent of that retum may be attdbuteble to the 
years before 1992. "rhamfom Complainants have not established that there were substantially changed 
circumstances for the North Line. 

c. The Oregon Line 

I. Econom}c Basis for the R a m  

63. Because no coat-of-ssn~ce evidence was available for the Oregon Line for the calendar year 1985, the last 
time the rates were increased and filed with the Commission, the ALJ relied on changes to the 1992 volumes, tax 
rates, and income tax a,owance to datemtne if there had been a substantial change in the economic 
circumstances that were the basis for the rate.~ SFPP asserts first that this was wrong because the ALJ's 
analysis assumes a cost-of-ssrvice approach where none may have been involved. It asserts that his analysis 
also ignores the ~ 1  fact that SFPP greatly expanded the Oregon Une in 1984, and that the increases in 
volume in the late 1998 end 1999 reflect the flfat time that SFPP began to transport volumes sufficient to recover 
its costs. SFPP asserts that no pipeline would expand its system in the expectation of losing money. 

64. The Commission concludes that the ALJ erred in part in his analysis of the Oregon Line. First, in the 
al~ence of other evidence that addresses the year in which tim rates were astab~ished, it might be reasonable to 
use 1992 as the base year for rneasudng whether there was a change in the economic basis for the rate. As 
Ixaviously explained, one must examine whether there has been a substenttal change in the economic 
drcumstances that were the basis for the rate at the time it was established, and whether such change occurred 
after the enactment of the EPAct. While a complainant must show both prongs under the statute to show 
substantially changed circumstances that would trigger an investigation under Section 15(1) of the ICA, if • 
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l~peljne is unable to produce anything dunng discovery that bears on the economic basis of the rate at issue, it 
will not be permitted to defeat the purpose of the statute on the absence of evidence absent offedng an altamative 
theor/on its own behalf. 

[s2js0] 

65. SFPP, however, is correct that it should be permitted to argue, as tt did hem, that, in the absence of 
evidence showing the basis for its 1985 rates, the increase in volumes on the Oregon Line in 1998 and 1999 only 
began to flU the expanded capack'y after many years in which SFPP failed to recover its cost of secvice. By 
focumg only on the volumes and tax factors, the ALJ unduly constrained his analysis and failed to properly 
detem'drm whethe¢ the Oregon Line was recovering its cost of aswice. Therefore the C o m ~  will review the 
cost-of-sennc8 infom~tion available hem to determine whether there was likely to have been a substanbal 
change in the economic c~rcumstsnces that were the basis of the Oregon Line rates. 

li. Ana/ys/s o f  Changed C/rcunmlmnc~i 

68. The ALJ found that them were no substantially changed drcumstances fo¢ the Oregon Line rates for the 
complaint years 1996 and 1997 with respect to volumes, but that them were substantially changed dmumsfances 
based on volumes for the complaint year 1999. The AI.J also found that them was a substantial change in the 
income tax rate and income tax allowance for the complaint years 1997, 1998, and 2000. SFPP asserts that the 
1999 finding does not allow for the fact that the line was oversized in 1984, the fact that the llne may not have 
recovered its cost of service, or for offseffing coet incrmmem that occurred in the yearn 1997, 1998, and 2000. The 
Coml~akmnt PartJas support the ALJ's rafioneJe as cons~te~t with Opinion No. 435. 

67. The Commission finds that tile ALJ en'ed in using the percentage change in income tax mtss and income 
tax allowances as a stand-alone facto¢ to support his findings. AS demonstrated by Tables 1, 2, and 7 of Appendix 
C, even if 1992 is used as the base and volume changes am measured against it, the percentage change in rote 
base in the same period works to of fer  those changes, and the incmeae In overall corn offsets it ~ .  In 
fact, the large inczsase kl costs pamlisis the Inc~ase in volurneo, suggedng that much of the ~ ~ ~ e  
been variable corn, and inferentially, that there were large amounts of excess capacity in the line. This is 
consistent with SFPP's argument that the line was perfoffning below capacity for many years. In fact, Trial Staff 
Exhibit 51 suggests that in most years any over-mcovaw was marginal or negative. The record as a whole thus 
supports SFPP's contention that the Oregon Une underperformed for many yasm and has only recen~ begun to 
achieve das~gn capacity and the likely volumes and revenues that were the economic basis for the rates. The 
Comnduk~ therefore condudes that them were no sul0~antmlly ctmnged circumstances to the Oregon rates for 
any of the years at issue hem. 

d. Sepu/vedR L/he 

68. The ALJ held that the Sepulvada line was not grandfathemd because the 5-cent rote established by SFPP 
in 1993 was a new rate fo¢ an mdst~g Iwvlce with diffenmt cordrant terms and conditions than thoas of certain 
conbac~ for the transportatk)n of peboleum pmducfa over the llne ttmt bad ~ pdor tn thek e x p ~  in ~ 
1992 anc11993. SFPP aRluse that, as th the cese of the Wafaon StetJon Dmln Dry Facg#tes, the ratas were 
a s t e b ~ l  by contrast before the e f f e d ~  date of the EPAct. The COmldainant P a r l ~  and the Commlasion Trial 
Steff support the ALJ. 

69. The Commission affirms the AI.J's conduston tt~t the 5-cent rate astablshed by SFPP in 1993 was 
premlsed on an entirely new rate sbtcture. The IXlOr rate for tmnsportatlon over the Sepulvada line was 15 ~ m  
a benel with an annual nwenue cap. Once the revenue cap was ~ ,  them were no eddltional charges, and 
further volumes se~ed to reduce me ~ per ban~ charge in any one caJondar year. In contrast, the 5-cent 
rate did not provide for a reduction in the total revenues generated once a guaranteed revenue level was reached 
and total annual revenues could exceed those generated by the pdor rate. As such, the 5-cont rate was 
on entirely different bu~nese aseumplJons, including the risk invoNed.~ The 5-cent per berml rate was contained 
|n new conners, was not effeclJve morn than 365 days prior to the effec/Jve date of the EPAc~ and therefore ~ 
not grandfalhemd 
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F. Other Excep~ons and Issues 

1. The SubslWngally Changed Circumstances Standard 

70. The ,~revious part of this order reviewed the Al_J's determinations of whether there were substantially 
changed cmcumstances for particuisr facilities. On exceptions, SFPP and AOPL assert the Al_J's analysis relied 
too heavily on cost-of- esn/¢e considerations that worked to undercut certain broader policy goals they claim are 
contained in the EPAct They argue that the ALJ adopted a relatively low level for the j u r i s d ~  threshold, 
often approaching ~dngle digit percentage changes for individual coet factors, in determining whether there had 
been a substantial change in the economic circumstances that were the basis for a rote. They conclude that a 
series of modest gains in operating efficiency or growth could quickly result in cumulative changes in volumes, 
costs, tax factors, o~ returns that exceed the relatively low numedcal threshold adopted by the ALJ. They c~im 
that this would subject morn grandfathered rates to a reasonableness review than is contemplated by the statute. 

71. SFPP and AOPL further argue that the methodology adopted by the ALJ is inconsistent with the statement 
in Q p i ~  that one 

[620161] 

advantage of the Commission's indexing rnethodoiogy is that it permits a pipeline to keep a percentage of any 
efficiency gains. 57 They also assert that the ALJ's determinations will encourage wasteful and complex lit~jatton 
between pipeline and shippers and undermine a Congressional du lm to maintain rate alabillty and encourage 
inve~ent  in the oil pipeline Indust~f. AOPL asserts that a more appropriate aplxoach is to define the total 
economic circumstances of the firm, indud~g exogenous factors, and to determine how changes in such broader 
economic factors impact the economic basis of a rate. ~ 

72. The parties opposed to SFPP argue that the approach adopted by the AI_J is consistent with the guidance 
provided by Opinion NO. 435 end that his analysis re~tes on the coet factom the Commisalon stated would be 
appropdato. They further a~Jue that re~mme on a co6t-orlented approach to the substantially changed 
circumstances standard has not discouraged investment in the oil pipeline induslxy. They cite as an example 
SFPP's current proposal to qulntup4e its Invesbnent in its East line. They also argue that the efficiency argument is 
not the focus of this statute and that SFPP's and AOPUs rate stability arguments are without merit given the 
administrative orientation of the EPAct. They argue that edOl~ng SFPP'a and AOPL's broader polcy assertions 
would create an impossibly high barrier for the review of grandfathemd oil pipeline rates. 

73. The Commission concJudes that the central issue to be decided here is not whether the use of coat-of- 
service factom is appropriate or inappmpriste in and of itself, but the level of the threshold that results. The 
Commission has coflduded that changes in tax rates and tax allowance should not be conaldered as a stand- 
alone co6t factor is making such determinations because this could lead to anomalous results and result a 
threshold that does not adequately discourage challenges to grandfathemd oil pipeline rates. Second, the 
Commission's analysis hem has used a mesonable threshokl for substantially changed circumstances. Third, the 
threat of ongoing litigation has not discouraged SFPP from proposing to at least quintuple its investment base in 
its East Line even though those rates are not grandfathered and am now subject to review in this proceeding. In a 
related proceeding SFPP acknowledged that the resulting rates would be subject to conventional cost-based 
mgulet~ when they wore flled.~ 

74. Regarding the argument for rate stablity on floor, the legislative history of the EPA does indicate that rate 
stability is one goal of the EPActf ~ However, this language does not mean that a challenge to existing rates 
based on a cost- of-service approach is inappropriate. Rather, the mandate is to stncfure a threshold that 

chal~nges to grendfathered rates that makes rote levels more predictable by liming the disrup6ve 
influence of too frequent challenges. Thus, while providing rate stability against ready challenge may be a 
concern under the statute, this does not suggest that a co,t-oriented approach to substantially changed 
circumstances is Inappropriate. p] Moreover, the efficiency gains to be achieved under the Commission's 
No. 561 indexing methodotogm apply to all pipeline rates, whether or not those mtos am grendfathered under 
Sec0on 1803(a). There is no indication in the legislation that grandfathered rates are entitled to a higher standard 
of pmtecOon on such broad policy grounds. 
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75. Finally, the C o m ~  concJudas that AOPL's argument that broader measures of econon~c change 
should be used, incJuding exogenous factors, falls outside the scope of the statute. AOPL provides no definition of 
its broader factom and thus the Commission rejects this argumenL e2 

2. Bae~ for the Rate 

76. The substantially changed circumstances standard of the EPAct requires evidence of a substantial change 
in the economic circumstances "which am the basis for the rate." SFPP asserts that the evidence submitted by 
the complainants and Staff on substantially changed cimumstanoas is invalid because it addresses the economic 
charaotedsttcs 

[62,152] 

of rate groups, not individual rates. SPFF asserts that since their analysis is directed to aggregate volumes, 
operating revenues, and costs of, for example, the Los Angeles to Phoenix rates, and not to the individual rates to 
spoc~ dastinations between those points, it does not meet the statutoe/requirement The Complainant Parties 
and Staff respond that the SFPP has always justified its individual rates based on the total revenues required to 
cover the West Line costs without distinguishing between the individual commodities that were moving between 
individual points. They further argue that the argument is untimely because it was not raised before the ALJ, thus 
depriving Staff and complainants an opportunity to respond to the argumenL 

77. SFPP should have raised its argument before the ALJ. Failing to do so denies the Commission a complete 
record on which to base a decision on the record, ea Hem, however, the issue can be addressed without prejudice. 
The complainant parties and Staff am correct that SFPP prepared the cost just~cations for its rates on the West 
and North Lines by deve~oplng costs for the entire line, and not applying those ooots to specific delivery points on 
the lines, the specific rates, or the individual commocli0as. To the extent that SFPP itself das~ned and justified 
the ratea at issue by refemnos to the aggregated costs of all the rates in the year that the rates were established, 
then that portion of econon~c ba~$ for each individual into can be evaluated on the same basis. In any event, 
Staff provided votume data for each point on each line for every year at Issue~ and the Commission's review 
utilized that volume data. The Convnission rejects SFPP's argument that complainant's order of proof is 
inadequate. 

3. Co~.d.SwWce ,lind A ~  

78. ALJ condudad that them are a number of cost-of earvme issues that need further refinement in the second 
phase of this proceeding in order to determine the just and reasonable rate for some of the years at issue. The 
Commission agreas that the cost issuea should be addrasead in Phaea II. Aftor rasolving the coat issuea the ALJ 
Ixevlousiy identified, as well as any that may be raised by this order, the ALJ may make an initial determination of 
the appropriate level for a just and reasonable rate for each rate and year remaining at issue. 

79. Tham is, however, one issue that the ~ I o n  will eddrass bere due to its canbal role In datermin4ng 
just and reasonab4e rates for the calendar yasr 1999 and later. On December 31, 1998 SFPP wrote up ifa rate 
base to reflect e purchase price adjustment for the premium over the regulatory ratum that Kinder Morgan Energy 
Partners (Kinde~ Morgan) paid to acqulm SFPP in that year. As is shown on page 213, llne 44, of SFPI~s 1998 
Form 6, net rate base, as reflected in canler property, was increased from $642,740,093 to $1,232,374,000. The 
increase in the equity component of SFPPs balance sheet (Page 113. Line 65) increased from $274,278,274 to 
$1,062,269,257. The practiosl effect of theae two balance sheet increases is to greatly increase the allowed 
depredation rate and the equlty component of the cost of capital. The former senms to increaea the totst cost of 
service ead the lattm Increaeas the cash ratum pawrdtted by tbe eBowad totel ratum on tbe incmaead rate base. 
This In tum would support s~gnifiosntJy higher rates that would have been the case prior to these changes in 
SFPP's 1998 Form 6. 

80. Line 34 of Column F on page 213 shows that only $13,916,548 of the huge increase in SFPPs rate base 
and equity component at the e~l of 1998 was for net pbysical Improvements to ~ ~ .  ~ ~ ~ ~ 
the result of the wdte up of aseats. The general rule on the write-up of assets acquVed by ofle company from 
another is that such assets must be incJuded in the acquiring company's rate base for rate maldng purposes at no 
morn than their depreciated original cost, unless it can be shown by dear and convincing evidence that the 
acqui~don results in substantial benefits to the mtepayem. This is to prevent rate payem from paying for the 
same assets twice It was well eatabJished by the date of the haadng in this proceeding that it was SFPP's 
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obtigation to address this issue, but it provided no evidence of record that would meet the goveming 
standard.~5 Therefore the parties are directed not to use the acquisition write-up in designing rates for the 
calendar year 1998 and years thereafter. Moreover, SFPP was required to obtain Commission approval before 
making this accounting adjustment to its Form 6 and it failed to do so.~ During this review the Commission found 
no evidence in its files that suggests that SFPP sought or obtained the required approvals. Therefore SFPP is 
directed to file within 30 days after this order issues for permission to include the acquisition write-up in its1998 
Form 6, and its Form 6 for alt subsequent years. 

4. Whether the East Line Shlppem Are Eligible for Reparations 

81. All agree that SFPP's East Line rates are not grandfathered. On excoptions, however, SFPP argues that 
the challenged rate must be so substantially in excess of the level of the Indexed East Une rate established by 
Opinion No. 495 before the Commission will entertain a complaint. It asserts that unless this standard is met, 
SFPP's East Line shippers will not be eligible for reparations. 

[s2,1=] 

The CompJalnant parties and Staff respond that the substantial divergence threshold applies only to the increase 
taken under the C o m b ' s  indexing regulations, and does not apply to the level of the underlying rate. They 
assert that since the underlying East Line rates are not grandfathered, the base rata remains open to challenge 
even if the increase under the indexing regutations does not substantially exceed the cost increases actually 
experienced by the pibellne. 

82. SFPP's argument is without merit. Section 343.2(c) ofthe Commission's regulations provides that e 
complaint fded against an indexed rots must allege reasonable grounds for asea~ng that the rats increase is so 
substantially in excess of the pipelines actual cost increases that the rate is unjust and unreasonable. Such a 
challenge must reat solely on a combedsun of the changea in retas and costs from one year to the next. The 
corrtplalnts against SFPP's East Line, however, challenge SFPP's underlying rates rather than the rata increases 
establishec through indexing. As these underlying rates are not grandfathered, complainants can woceed under 
Sec~on 13(1) of the ICA to by and show under Section 15(1) of the ICA that ttm East Une rates are not just and 
reasonable. If the rates are found to be unjust and unreasonable, the Commission will prescribe new just and 
reasonable rate. The fact that a rate has been indexed does not preclude reparetJons if the underlying base rate 
has been determined to be unjust and unreasonal~e. 

The Commission Finds 

83. There were substanbal changes in the economic circumstances that were a basis for SFPP's Yuma, 
Tucson, and CalNev rates as of 1995 and for SFPP's Phoenix rates as of 1997. These rotes thus are no longer 
deemed to be just and reasonable as of 1995 and 1997, respectively. The ALJ shall address in Phase tl of thla 
proceeding the issue of just and reasonable rates for the Yume, Tucson, and CatNev mtas for the complaint year 
1996 and the West Phoenix rates for the complaint year 1998, and for each succeeding year for which complaints 
were filed against those rates, consistent with the discussion in this order. 

84. The were no substanti=a changes in the economic clmumstancas that were a basis for SFPP's North Une 
and Oregon Line rates as of any of the years at issue in this prouead~g These rates thus continue to be deemed 
just and reasonable. 

85. The rate for SFPP's Sepuivada Line was not grandtathered at the time the complaints at issue here were 
filed. The ALJ shall address in Phase II of this proceeding the issue of just and reasonable rates for the 
Sepuivada for each of the years for which complaints were filed, consistent with the discussion in this order. 

The Comm/s~on on~rJ: 

(/%) The Initial Decision is affirmed in part and reversed in part as described in the body of this order. 
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(B) This proceeding is remanded to the ALJ to consider in Phase II the issues as described above. 

(C) SFPP is directed to file within 30 days for permission to include the purchase price adjustment now 
reflected in its Form 6 for the calendar year 1998 in that report and in each of the reports filed in any of the years 
thereafter. 

(D) The motion for oral argument before the Commission by BP West Coast Products LLC and ExxonMobil 
Corporation is denied. 

Table of Contents 

Appendix A --Comparison of West, North, and Oregon Lines 

Append/x B -Comparative Figures for the West Line 

,4ppendb¢ C -Comparative Figures for the North Line 

Append~ D -Comparative Figures for the Oregon line 

Appe.dix A .-Compadson of Wind, North, and Oregon Unes 

Tab~ 1. SFPP Volume for Each Line 

(a) (b) (c) 

Line Vzgsg(bbls) V]992(bblg) V1995(bbls) V1996(bbls) V1997(bbls) V1998 
(bbls) V1999(bbls) 

West 60,480,000 52,160,000 70,398,491 73,688,461 76,391,251 76,600,714 77,7 

North 12,465,000 12,059,000 13,951,489 13,801,898 13,822,380 14,330,911 13, 

Oregon N/A 12,812,000 13,631,189 13,715,688 13,044,932 14,563,780 15,50 

Source: West, North, and Oregon Intemtate Volumes. See Exhibit No. ~ ( S - 4 ,  S-6, S-8) Protected. June 18, 
2001. 

~2,154] 

Table 2. Percentage Volume Change for Each Line 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Line ~989(bbls) V1992(bbls) 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

West 60,480,000 52,160,000 16.40% 21.84% 26.31% 26.65% 28.47% 

North 12,465,000 ]2,959,000 11.93% 10.73% 10.89% 14.97% 11.53% 

Oregon N/A 12,812,000 6.39% 7.05% 1.82% 13.67% 21.00% 

Source: ff b ;~ a, then (c-b)/a; Else if b < a, then (c-aya; for West and North Initial decision methodology (c-b)/b. 
0R96-2-000, June 24, 2003, for Oregon 

(e2,1u] 

[e2.1se] 

[62,157] 

[62,158] 

[62,159] 

Table 1. SFPP West Line Volume Per Point 

(a) (b) (c) 

WestPo=nts V1989(bbls) V1992zP, c t (bbls) 

(bbls) V1999 (bbls) 

VZ995 (bbl8) V1996(bbls) V1997(bbls) V1998 
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Yuma 

Calnev 

Phoenix 
W 36,450,000 

Tucson W 1,470,000 

Luke W 0 0 

William 
AFB 0 0 

Total 60,480,000 

603,000 531,000 659,934 425,675 485,283 347,231 368,275 

21,957,000 23,341,000 28,965,880 31,518,562 32,534,730 33,497,773 

26,870,000 35,615,075 36,697,244 39,204,536 39,602,716 

1,418,000 4,234,239 3,870,184 3,004,226 2,860,684 2,370 

923,363 1,176,796 1,162,476 292,310 557,240 

0 0 0 0 0 

52,160,000 70,398,491 73,688,461 76,391,251 76,600,714 

Source: West Line Interstate Volumes. See Exhibit No. ___(S-4) Protected. June 18, 2001. 

[82,1S0] 

Table 2. West Line: Pementage Volume Change Par Point 

(a) (b) (c) 

WestPoints V1989(bbls) V1992(bbls) 

Yuma 603,000 531,000 9.44% 

Calnev 21,957,000 23,341,000 

Phoenix W 36,450,000 26,870,000 

Tucson W 1,470,000 1,418,000 

Luke W 0 0 N/A 

William AFB 0 0 N/A 

Total 60,480,000 52,160,000 

1995 1996 1997 1998 

-29.41% -19.52% -42.42% 

25.62% 37.24% 41.87% 46.26% 

-2.29% 0.68% 7.56% 8.65% 

188.04% 163.28% 104.37% 94.60% 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

16.40% 21.84% 26.31% 26.65% 

1999 

-38.93% 

50.45% 

9.71% 

61.25% 

28.47% 

Source: If b &ge; a, then (o-b)/a; Else if b &It; a, then (c-a)/a 
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Table 3. West Line: Percentage Ra~ Base Change 

Base Period 1989 
(a)($ nil) 

162.439 
EP Act 1992 ($ 

(b)mil~ 
163.043 

1995 
140.291 

1996 
138.434 

(c) 1997 
135.967 

1998 
]30.403 

1999 
137.241 

Race Base Percentage Change 

(c-a) /a (C-bJlb (c-b)/a 

-13.63~ -13.95% -14.01g 

-14.781 -15.09% -15,15% 

"16.30% -16,613 -16.67% 

-19.72% -20.02% -20.09% 

-15.51% -15.83% "15.88% 

Source: ff b Age: a, the. (c-b)/a; Else/f b &gt; a. then (c-a,Va 

Is:,:s2i 

h 

Table 4. West Line: Percentage AJlowed Total Return Change 

Base Period 1989 
(a)($ ~ i l )  

19,534 
EP Act 1992 ($ 

(b)mil) 
18,975 

1995 
15,504 

1996 
14,030 

(C) 1997 
14,023 

1998 
13,352 

Allowed TOtal Return 
Percentage Change 

(C-a)/a (c-b)/b (c-b)/a 

-20.63% -28.29% -17.77% 

"28.18% -26.06g -25.31% 

-28,21% -26.10g -25.35% 

-31.65% -29.63% "28,79% 
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1999 15,003 -23.20% -20.93% -20.33% 

Source: If b &ge; a, then (c-bya; Else if b &gt a, then (c-a)/a 

[s2,ts4] 

[62,165] 

Table 5. West Line: Percentage Income Tax Allowance Change 

Base Period 1989 Income Tax Allowance Percentage 
(a) ($ mil) 10,754 Change 

EP Act 1992 ($ 
(b)mil) 9,124 (c-a)/a (c-b)/b (o-b)/a 

1995 1,941 -81.95~ -78.73% -66.79% 

1996 1,673 -84.44% -81.66% -69.29% 

(c) 1997 1,811 -83.16% -80.15% -68.00% 

1998 2,198 -79.56% -75.91% -64.40% 

1999 2,440 -77.31% -73.26% -62.15% 

Source: If b &ge; a, then (c-b)/a; Else If b &gt; a, then (c-a)/a 

[s2,1 j 

[82,167] 

Tal~e 6. West Line: Percentage Cost of Service Change 
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Base Period 1989 
(a) ($ mil) 56,918 Coac of Service Percentage Change 

EP Act 1992 ($ 
(b)mil) 53,860 (c-a)/a (c-b)/b (c-b)/a 

1995 44,406 -21.989 -17.55% -16.619 

1996 42,982 -24.48% -20.20% -19.119 

(c) 1997 42,995 -24.46% -20.179 -19.099 

1998 43,457 -23.65% -19.319 -18.289 

1999 42,262 -25.75% -21.539 -20.38% 

Source: If b &ge; a, then (c-b)Ja: Else if b &gt; a, then (c-aya 

Bs2,1u] 

[62,169] 

[62,170] 

Table 1. SFPP North Line Volume Per Point 

(a) (b) (c) 

NorthPgints V1989(bbls) V1992EPAct(bbls ) 1995 1996 1997 1998 

Reno 11,625,000 11,148,000 12,916,253 12,909,324 12,992,651 

Nevada 0 0 109,658 40,065 91,766 48,043 29,043 
ANG (RenD) 

Fallon 840,000 911,000 925,578 852,509 737,963 725,185 790,958 

1999 

13,557,683 
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NAS 

Total 12,465,000 12,059,000 13,951,489 13,801,898 13,822,380 14,330,911 

Soume: North Line Interstate Volumes. See Exhibit No. __(S-6) Protected. June 18, 2001. 

lsz,171] 

Tal~e 2. North Line: Percentage Volume Change per Point 

North Line (a) (b) (c) 

%.9 v,,,2 
(bbls) (bbls) 1995 1996 1997 1998 

11,625,000 11,148,000 11.11% 11.05% 11.76% 

Point 1999 

Reno 16.63% 12.53% 

Nevada ANG 
(Reno) 0 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fallon NAS 840,000 911,000 1.74% -6.96% -20.60% -22.12% -14.29% 

Total 12,465,000 12,059,000 11.93% 10.73% 10.89% 14.97% 11.53% 

Source: If b ;¢ a, then (c-b)/a; Else if b < a, then (c-a)/a 

[sz,172] 

Table 3. North Line: Percentage Rate Base Change 

Base Period 1989 ($ 
(a)mil) 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mil) 

1995 

1996 

36.12534* 

27.742 (c-a)/a 

29.745 -17.66% 

30.191 -16.43% 

Rate Base Percentage Change 

(c-b)/b (o-b)/a 

7.22% 5.54% 

8.83% 6.78% 
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(C) 1997 30.59 -15.32% 10.27% 7.88% 

1993 30.475 -15.64% 9.85% 7.57% 

1999 29.153 -19.30% 5.09% 3.91% 

Source: If b ~; a, then (c-b)/a; Else if b • a, then (c-a)/a 

"Percentage of Interstate Revenues 

[62,173] 

[62,174] 

Table 4. North Line: Percentage Allowed TotaJ Return Change 

Bas~ Period 1989 ($ 
(a)mil~ 4,403* Change 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mil) 3,089 (c-a)/a 

1995 3,296 -25.15% 

1996 3,062 -30.46% 

(c) 1997 3,160 -28.24% 

1998 3,126 -29.01% 

1999 3,206 -27.19% 

Allowed Total Return Percentage 

(c-b)/b ( o -b ] / a  

6.70% 4.70% 

-0.87% -0.61% 

2.30% 1.61% 

1.20% 0.84% 

3.79% 2.66% 

Source: If b a, then (c-b)/a; Else if b a, then (c-a)/a 

"Percen~ge of Interstate Revenues 

[82,175] 
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IS2,17sl 

Table 5. North Line: Percentage Income Tax Allowance Change 

Base Period 1989 ($ Income Tax Allowance Percentage 
(a)mil) 3,150" Change 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mil) 1,161 (c-a)/a (c-b)/b (o-b}/a 

1995 393 -87.52% -66.15% -24.38% 

1996 346 -89.02% -70.20% -25.87% 

(c) 1997 386 -87.75% -66.75% -24.61% 

1998 489 -84.48% -57.88% -21.33% 

1999 494 -84.32% -57.45% -21.18% 

Source: ff b < a, then (c-b)la; Else if b > a, then (c-a)/a 

"Percentage of Interstate Revenues 

is2,~77] 

{s2,17sl 

Tal~e 6. North Line: Percentage Cost of Service Change 

Base Period 1989 ($ Cost of Service Percentage 
(a)mil) 17,457" Change 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mil) 11,559 (c-a)/a (c-b)/b (c-b)/a 

1995 12,384 -29.06% 7.14% 4.73% 

1996 12,258 -29.78% 6.05% 4.00% 
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(c) 1997 14,429 -17.35% 24.83% 16.44% 

199[ 14,656 -16.05% 26.79% 17.74% 

1999 12,778 -26.80% 10.55% 6.98% 

Source: If b s a, then (c-b)/a; Else if b > a, then (c-a)/a 

"Percentage of Interstate Revenues 

[82,179] 

[62,180] 

|62,181] 

Table 1. SFPP Oregon Line Volume Per Point 

(b) (c) 

Oregon VZ992ZPAc t 1995 1996 1997 Z998 1999 

Points (bbls) 

Eugene 12,011,000 12,972,743 13,119,622 12,858,631 14,563,780 

Albany 801,000 65%446 596,066 186,301 0 0 

Total 12,812,000 13,631,189 13,715,688 13,044,932 14,563,780 

15,502,885 

15,502,885 

Source: Oregon Line Interstate Volumes. See Exhibit No. ~ ( S - 8 )  Protected. June 18, 2001. 
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Ds2,182] 

Table 2. Oregon Line: Percentage Volume Change Per Point 

(b) (c) 

Oregon ~92¢PAc~ 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Points (bbls) 

Eugene 12,011,000 8.01% 9.23% 7.06% 2].25% 29.07% 

Albany 801,000 -17.80% -25.58% -76.74% -100.00% -100.00% 

Total 12,812,000 6.39% 7.05% 1.82% 13.67% 21.00% 

Source: OR96-2-000. June 24, 2003. Juclge stated (c-b)/b. 

Lqs2,ts~] 

Table 3. Oregon Line: Percentage Rate Base Change 

Rate Base Percentage 
(a) Base Period 1989 ($ mil) N/A Change 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mil) 7,831 (c-b)/b 

1995 8,728 11.45% 

1996 8,619 10.06% 

(c) 1997 8,532 8.95% 

1998 8,814 12.55% 

1999 8,999 14.92% 

Source: Initial decision methodology (c-b)/b. OR96-2-000. June 24, 2003. 

~2.1a4] 
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[62,185] 

Table 4. Oregon Line: Percentage Allowed Total Return Change 

Allowed Total Return 
(a) Base Period 1989 ($ mil) N/A Percentage Change 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mll) 873 (c-b)/b 

1995 968 10.88% 

1996 874 0.11% 

(c) 1997 882 1.03% 

1998 905 3.67% 

1999 989 13.29% 

Source: Initial decision methodology (cJo)/b. OR96-2-000. June 24, 2003. 

[62,186] 

[sz, lsTj 

Table 5. Oregon Une: Percentage Income Tax Allowance Change 

Income Tax Allowance 
(a) Base Period 1989 ($ mil) N/A Percentage Change 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mil) 325 (o-b)/b 

1995 96 -70.46% 

1996 81 -75.08% 
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(c) 1997 91 -72.00% 

1998 118 -63.69% 

1999 135 -58.46% 

Source: Initial decision methodology (c-b)/b. 0R96-2-000. June 24, 2003. 

[62,~8s] 

[82,189] 

Table 6. Oregon Line: Percentage Cost of Sen,ice Change 

Cost of Service Percentage 
(a) Base Period 1989 ($ mil) N/A Change 

(b) EP Act 1992 ($ mil) 4,697 (c-b}/b 

1995 5,214 11.01% 

1996 5,911 25.85% 

(c) 1997 6,161 31.17% 

1998 7,649 62.85% 

1999 6,031 28.40% 

Source: Initial decfidon methodology (c-b)ro. ORg6-2-O00. June 24, 2003. 

[82,190] 

Texaco Refining and Marketing, Inc., et al. v. SFPP , 103 FER_C~I~3,0~ (2003) (Texaco Refining ). The 
Sepu/veda L/he cost issues in Docket No. IS98-1-000 were ~ to the instant ~ t n g  by the 
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Commissmn's orders in Docket No. OR98-11-000 reported at !02_ F_ERC_~6_!j24Q (2003) and 104 FERC I~__1.136 
(2003). 

2 Energy Policy Act, Public Law 102--486 (1992), 106 star 2776 (1992). 

349 App. L.S.C §15(1)(1988). 

Section 1803(bX1) provides in part that no person may file a complaint against a rate that is deemed to be just 
and reasonable under Section 1803(a) of the EPAct [a grandfathered rate] unless evidence is presented to the 
Commission which establishes that a substantial change has occurred after the date of the enactment of the Act 
in the economic circumstances of the oil pipeline which were a basis for the rate; or in the nature of ttm services 
provided which were a basis for the rate. 

Western Refining Company, L.P. (Western Refining); Chevron; the Commission Tdal Staff (Staff); 
ConocoPhillipo Company (Conoco), Valero Marketing and Supply Company, and Ultramsr Inc., filing joinb'y 
(Ultramar[rosco); BP West Coast Products LLC (BP WCP) and ExxonMobll Oil Corporation (ExxonMobll), filing 
jointly (Indicated Shippers); and Navajo Refining Company, LP. (Navajo). 

e SFPP, LP., 65 FERC '1181.028 (1993), reh'g denied, ~;L~CL~I . ,~ I .0  (1994). 

See SFPP, L P., ~._FF~(~_~3.1,0_~ (1999) (Opinion No. 43b'). A full procedural histo W of the relevant complaints 
is provided in Opinion No. 435 at I~ FERC O D . ~ = O ~ .  

q SFPP, I_P., g 1 _ ~ 1 3 5  (2000) (Opinion No. 435-A). SFPP, I_P., 96 FERC 1161.281 (2001) (Op/n/on No. 
435-B), SFPP, I_P., 100 FERC 1161,353 (2002) (Order on Rehearing and Complianoe Filings). See also, SFPP, 
LP., 102 FERC 1161,073 (2003) (Orc/er on Cornplianoe Filing ). 

SFPP, LP., 103 FERC 181287 (2003). 

IO See Opinion NO. 435, 86 _F_E.R_C._at.Dp_._6.1. ,06_7~; Opinion NO. 435-A, 91 FERC at D. 61.5~. 

ft The ctte¢l orders are on appeal to the United States Court of Appeala for the D.C. Circuit. BP West Coast 
Products LLC, et al., v. FERC, Nce. 99-1020, et al. (consolidated). 

[2 SFPP, I_P., 86 FERC 1151.035 (2000). 

13 SFPP, L.P., 91 FF,,_RC~61.14_~2 (2000). 

14 SFPP, L.P., 92 FERC '1161 .?,,~4 (2000). 

15 SFPP, L.P., 1_02 _FERC ~81.24Q (2003), reh'g denied, 104 FEI~Q_~I~_!,_I~ (2003). 

-~ ID at PP 58-77. 

!7 Opinion No. 435-A, 1 F E ~ _ t j 2 . _ 6 1 . , 5 ~  and Section 1803(b) of the EP Act. 

~e ID at PP 34 and 35. The ALJ made the same determination in the Sepulveda line proceeding now consolidated 
with this case, on July 25, 2003. !(~, F E R C _ _ ~ _ 0 ~ _ ~  (2003). 

19 86 FERC at DO. 6_t()~5~. 

~ Id. at p. 61,067. 

ID at PP 117, 118-19, 120, and 121-22. 

ID at PP 200-202 and PP 202-204. 

Z3 ID at PP 231-233 and PP 240-250. 
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2,~ Lakehead Pipe Line Company, LP., _7_1 FERC ~1~1,338 (1995), mh'g denied, 75 _FE_RC ~1~1.181 (1996) 
(Lakehead). 

25 SFPP also argues that the ALJ improperly required the preparation of cost-of-service studies for each of the 
complaint years at issue and for the 12 months prior to the e ~  da~e of the EPAct in 1992. Given the nove4 
nature of this proceeding the Commission affirms the ALJ's decision to require cost- of.~ervice studies for the 
years at issue. To the extent that SFPP prepared several such studies for each year to defend its theories on 
changed cimumstances, that was its choice. Given the nature of the case, the cost-of-service evidence presented 
was helpful in validating the methodology adopted by the Commission and resolving disputes regarding the 
jurisdictional status of the rates for the North and Oregon Lines. 

2e Williams Pipe Une Company (Opinion No. 154-B), 31 FERC 1161.3T/' (1985), which was the first case 
establishing the CommJs~on's current method for detemlintng oil pipeline costs. The methodology has been 
applied In subsequent cases 10ut o~ntinues to be referred to as the Opinion No.154-B methodology. 

2;' See Lakehead Pipe Line Company, LP., 71 FERC ~61.338 (1995), mh'g den/ed, 75 FERC ~6~1.,!_8:1 (1996) 
(Lakehead). Itwas applied to SFPP's cost-of-service in Opinion No. 435, I~._FERC at Dp, 61.102-04. 

Opinion No.435, 86 FERC at DD. 61.070-_71. 

Lakehead, 75 F ~  S!.594-95. 

,~ O-inion No. 435 at p. 61,104. 

31 See UIT-42 at 63-67 for the depth of detail that can be involved in this issue. 

32 See Appendices C and D, Tables 5 and 7 comparing the years 1992 and subsequent years. 

33 The figures the Commission used In making its deten'ntnatJons are highlighted. 

"TOP Sheets" ace normally ¢o6t-of-servlce data that is sulxrtt11~ by Staff to support its testimony in a cost.of- 
service proceeding. In the instant case the co=t data prepared by SFPP was subr~ted to file Commission staff to 
justify a rate filing. Since the partJ~ use the nomenclature "TOP Sheets," here the order uses the same term. 

35 Exs. JMA-10 and JMA-5 through 9. 

3~ Derived from Ex. JMA-10, p. 3 of 5. 

37 T ~  88 WSS f~l~ tO rollbad~ SFPPs previous increases to the West and East Line Rates filed In 1987. See Ex. 
JMA-5 and Ex. JMA-18 at 22. 

,1~ See Exs. JMA-3 at 11, JMA-14 at 2, UIT-6, and UIT.-45. 

~e See Ex. JAM-22 at 1. 

See Ey~ UIT-,16 at 11-12 and Ex. JMA-18, passim. 

,J1 Ex. JMA-1 at 20, ms reflected in Ex. JMA-26. 

~2 SPPL, I.c.. ~ _ E E I E . _ ~ ~  (1988). 

See E¢ UIT-46. 

'~ See E~ JMA-8 (SFPP-21), p. 2, JMA-12 (SFPP-25), p. 13 of 20, and JMA-14 (SFPP-23), p. 2 of 4. 

~5 As pointed out by Trial Staff witness Pride, it was routine to provide infon'nation to the OII Pipeline Board to 
justify a filing as just and reasonable, Including the filing of suc~ Information ~ the Secretary's offme before it 
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was b'ansmitted to Staff. Thus, if SFPP responded to a Staff data request regarding a proposed filing, that 
material mtght also be filed with the Secretery's office. See Ex~ S-48 at 8-9. In any event, material submitted to the 
Commission staff to support a regulatory filing is binding on the party providing the matenal. 

'~ See Exs. JMA-3 end JMA-14. Its internal analysis indicates that SFPP evaluated its West Line ixoject based on 
a review of anticipated cash flows and tax benefits from the accelerated amortization of the facility. In determining 
its corporate return, SFPP did not intend to rely sok~ on the level of the rate increase in relationship to any 
regulatory cost- of-service it might present to the Commission staff. 

This suggests that given SFPP's ability to increase the incremental rate by 25 cents, the returns might be even 
higher than those initially projected. 

The AJdine-tntervenocs recognized that the return SFPP would earn on the expansion was sensitive to volume 
levels and IJle capital etnm~re of the finn, and that the proposed Settlement terms might lead to retums ttmt could 
exceed that normalty permitted under the Commission's regulatory procedures. See Ex. JMA-12 at 11-13. 

49 ID at PP 117-122. 

~/d.  atPP 167, 173, and 179. 

51 The comparison is with 1989 instead of 1992 because volumes in 1992 were less than those for 1989. As has 
been discussed above, this requires that the 1989 value be used for measuring the change that OCCUlTed after 
1992. In the case of the 1992 rate base, the rate base was greater than the 1989 rate base, and therefore the 
1989 figure must be used. Thus, in both these instances the formula used is C-A/A. 

s2 See Ex. UIT-42 at pp. 26-30 fo¢ an explanation of this msulL 

s3 The combined percentage change for the Yuma Line is 26.05 percent in 1995 and 26.65 percent for Phoenix 
West in 1997. 

ID at PP 197-98. These "TOP Sheets" blended that certain inter-and intrastate cost factom, which the 
Commission factored out during its review of the ID. 

ID at PP 231-233 and PP 240-250. 

See SFFP, L.P., 1 F~?,~c. .~ . !24~at~J_0 (2003). 

57 Since the index is based on average increase in oil pipeflne costs, a pipeSne that has cost increases that are 
lese than the average may take an increase that exceeds the average, at least until such time a shipper "alleges 
reasonable grounds for asserting that the rote is so substantkdty in increase of the actuat cost increases incurred 
by the carder that the rate is unjust and unreasonable." 18 C.F.R ~343.2(cW21 

See Prepared Answering Testimony of Jeff D. Makhoim, Ph.D. Ex. AOPL-1. 

See SFPP, Orderon Petition forDectaratoty Order, 102 FERC 1161. _0_0_0_0~_PP__2-3, 5, _9, and 27 (2003). 

~0 SPFF cites language from the related floor comments, which it asserts states that the purpose of Section 1803 
(b) was to provide "increased rate certainty, lindt the opportunity for future chalkmges to rates which had been in 
effect without challenge for an extended period of Ume, and 5mit refund exposure with respect to such rates." 138 
Cong. Rec. $17684 (1992). 

61 As stated by Robert C. Means on behalf of ARCO in Ex UIT 40 at 2-3: 

Its [Secben 1803(b)'e] purpose is to serve as a safety value. It permits ttm Commission to respo~l to cases were 
a rigid applioatJon of the grandfathering rule would allow a pipeline to cha~ge unacceptably high rates. 

While that purpose is not sufficient to resolve detaged issues of interpretation and application, its does provide the 
framework within which those issues should be resolved. It implies that the goal in resolving such issues should 
be make successful challenges to grandfathered rates uncommon, but equally important not make them 
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practically imposr~ble. 

¢z For the limitations of analyzing discreet pricing decisions at such an aggregated level, see Hay and Morns, 
Industrial Economics -Theory and Evidence, Oxford University Press 1979, as summarized at pp. 22-23 and 
detailed in chapters 2, 4, and 9. 

_63 CY.. Harris vs. Secretary, U.S. Department of Veteran's Affaits, 126 F.3d 339, 343 (D.C. Cir. 1997); Do/e vs. 
Williams Enterprises, Inc., 876 F.2d 188, 189 (D.C. Cir. 1989). 

r~ See Prepared and Direct Answering Testimony of Bonnie J. Pride, Ex 3-12. 

65 See Longhorn Partners Pipeline, 73 F~_R..C_I~./,.355 (1995). 

See 18 C.F.R. Part 352, General Instructions 3-11(cXI). 
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